
Steven Lord – dog Jim by Peter Fletcher 

One the morning of Sunday 7 August 2005 my friend and I set off from Sheffield for the 
Beardie meet at Hayes Farm in Derbyshire.  We had loaded up our own beardies, my 
friend a black and white bitch an myself a blue and white dog.  This was my friend’s first 
drive into the Peak District as he had just passed his test, so I was anticipating some 
passenger braking. 
 
The day was beautiful and with a map on my knee off we went, Bakewell soon appeared 
and shooting straight up the B3055 we entered the beautiful Peak District with its hills and 
valleys.  Moneyash, then Cowdecote with my friend on almost vertical learning curve with 
his driving, arrived at Longnor and 
minutes later we were slowly going 
up the track to Hayes Farm where the 
meet was underway.  We parked up, 
let our dogs out for a run and 
marveled at the surrounding view.  
Not quite as spectacular as Langdale 
but the Peak District has a beauty of 
its own.  We recognized some 
enthusiasts from our previous visits to 
Langdale and we were soon talking 
working dogs with Paul Moore. 
 
Strolling about watching the beardies 
going through their various paces we 
bumped into Peter Woods and were 
soon putting the world to rights.  Just 
before lunch, as we were watching young beardies working the confined sheep in a pen, a 
car arrived and out of it emerged a middle aged couple and a gentleman dressed in a blue 
warehouse coat.  This turned out to be Steven Lord, who mentioned that he had bought a 
beardie to run on the sheep.  As I am an ex sheepdog trainer going back 20 years, Steven 
and myself were soon cross-referencing names from the past.  Once we moved to dogs 
and breeds it emerged that the dog he had bought was full brother to my own dog, but 
born a litter before.  Steven was impressed with the line and another member, Lisa 
Gallacher, has the mother of both our dogs.  After what seemed like lunching forever 
Steven eventually decided to run his dog.  I had previously given my dog a bit of work on 
the sheep but as he is not fully trained, due to my lack of making time to finish him, my 
demonstration was short.  The lunchtime wait proved to be worth it as Steven ran his dog, 
Jim who performed to a very high standard.  I have watched dogs running in both National 
and International Trials, and this dog was handled well enough to compete at ether.  
Anyone watching the dog saw good eye and style, working under perfect command and 
the dog balancing on the sheep beautifully and giving room on his corners and using his 
head in every way.  Hopefully, the chap who was videoing the run will be able to duplicate 
it and WBCS members can study this and use if as a standard. 
 
This was a beardie well trained, well handled and proof that these dogs can compete 
alongside border collies.  I complimented Steven on his dog and his handling ability.  He is 
a modest man who trains dogs full time and mentioned that he has sold beardies to some 
top trial men, so let’s hope that we see beardies at trails and maybe on ‘One Man and His 
Dog’. 




